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Abstract – Double counting is a major problem in
distributed data fusion systems. To maintain flexibil-
ity and scalability, distributed data fusion algorithms
should just use local information. However globally op-
timal solutions only exist in highly restricted circum-
stances. Suboptimal algorithms can be applied in a far
wider range of cases, but can be very conservative.

In this paper we present preliminary work to develop
distributed data fusion algorithms that can estimate and
exploit the correlations between the estimates stored in
different nodes in a distributed data fusion network.
We show that partial information can be modelled as
kind of “overweighted” Covariance Intersection algo-
rithm. We motivate the need for an adaptive scheme
by analysing the correlation behaviour of a simple dis-
tributed data fusion network and show that it is com-
plicated and counterintuitive. Two simple approaches
to estimate the correlation structure are presented and
their results analysed. We show that significant advan-
tages can be obtained.

Keywords: Tracking, filtering, estimation, dis-
tributed data fusion, covariance intersection, bounded
covariance inflation, unmanned aerial vehicles.

1 Introduction
In many military and civilian applications, mobile and
distributed sensor networks have the potential to rev-
olutionise the way in which information is collected,
fused and disseminated. For example, we are develop-
ing a system that uses a swarm of miniature quadrotor
helicopters to aid in search and rescue operations [1].
Each quadrotor contains a sensing system (camera,
GPS, inertial sensors) and can communicate wirelessly
with one another and with a base station. This ap-
plication can naturally be described as an instance of
a distributed data fusion network (DDFN). A DDFN
consists of a set of fusion nodes. Each node is equipped
with zero or more sensors and can fuse information col-
lected locally or disseminated by other nodes. A key
assumption is that no single node has global knowledge
of the topology or state of the entire DDFN. Instead,
nodes only have access to and exploit1 local informa-

tion. The locality assumption is central to many of
the advantages of DDFNs including scalability, modu-
larity and graceful degradation of performance in the
presence of failures [2].

However, these advantages come at the risk of dou-
ble counting : the same observation information can be
implicitly used repeatedly [3], leading to over-confident
estimates. Optimal solutions to this problem can be
implemented locally only if the DDFN is guaranteed
to be in either a fully-connected or tree-connected net-
work topology [2]. These topologies are highly restric-
tive, and greatly limit the flexibility and generality of
DDFNs.

Uhlmann argued that the difficulties arise from seek-
ing an optimal solution [4], and proposed a principled
suboptimal algorithm known as Covariance Intersec-
tion (CI) [4, 5]. Although CI is guaranteed to yield
consistent estimates for any degree of correlation, it
can lead to highly conservative estimates. Therefore,
a number of algorithms including Split Covariance In-
tersection (SCI) [6] and Bounded Covariance Infla-
tion (BCInf) [7] have been developed. These exploit
available information about known independence in the
network. However, quantifying this information is not
always easy, especially in large and time-varying net-
works.

In this paper we present preliminary work which ex-
amines whether it is it possible to estimate and ex-
ploit the degree of dependence between the nodes. The
structure is as follows. The problem statement is out-
lined in the next section. Section 3 considers the prob-
lem of developing low-order robust DDF algorithms
that can exploit partial independent information. We
show that the BCInf algorithm is a special case of
the SCI algorithm, and propose a general class of al-
gorithms for suboptimal fusion that “overweight” co-
variance intersection. We investigate the performance
of the BCInf in a simulated network in Section 4 and
show that the parameter value varies over time and
that adapting could have impact on the performance of
the system. Two adaptation strategies are discussed in
Section 5 and conclusions drawn in Section 6.



2 Problem Statement
Suppose a pair of platforms A and B track a com-

mon target T . The state of T at the discrete time step
k is the state vector x (k). The estimate of x (k) using
observations up to time step j is {x̂ (k | j) , P (k | j)}
where x̂ (k | j) is the estimated mean and P (k | j) the
estimated covariance. Given that the error in the esti-
mate is

x̃ (k | j) = x (k) − x̂ (k | j) , (1)

the estimate is said to be covariance consistent [8] if it
obeys the condition

P (k | j) − E
[

x̃ (k | j) x̃T (k | j)
]

≥ 0, (2)

where ≥ 0 means that the difference is positive semidef-
inite.

Consider the state of the system at the end
of time step k − 1. The estimate of T at
node A is expressed as the mean and covariance
{x̂A (k − 1 | k − 1) , PA (k − 1 | k − 1)}. The estimate
at node B is {x̂B (k − 1 | k − 1) , PB (k − 1 | k − 1)}.
The objective is to compute covariance con-
sistent estimates {x̄A (k | k) , P̄A (k | k)} and
{x̄B (k | k) , P̄B (k | k)}. Each node should ex-
ploit information collected both locally at a node and
information transmitted to it from other nodes. The
steps required to complete this at node A are:

1. A uses its internal process model and the standard
Kalman filter prediction equations to compute the
prediction {x̂A (k | k − 1) , PA (k | k − 1)}.

2. A applies the Kalman filter update equa-
tions to fuse its prediction with its observation
{zA (k) ,RA (k)} to form the distributed estimate
{x̂∗

A (k | k) , P∗

A (k | k)}1.

3. A propagates its distributed estimate to B,
and B propagates its distributed estimate
{x̂∗

B (k | k) , P∗

B (k | k)} to A.

4. A uses the distributed data fusion algorithm to fuse
its prediction with B’s distributed estimate to form
the partial update {x̂+

A (k | k) , P+

A (k | k)}.

5. A uses a Kalman filter to fuse its observations
{zA (k) ,RA (k)} with the partial update to yield
the final update {x̄A (k | k) , P̄A (k | k)}.

The difficulty in implementing this algo-
rithm lies in step 4. The reason is that,
in general, {x̂∗

B (k | k) , P∗

B (k | k)} and

1Note that, in general, the state space of the distributed esti-
mate could differ from the state space of A. One reason for this is
that, to reduce bandwidth, only a subset of the state such as the
position of the target might be distributed. In many situations,
these relationships are linear, and this justifies our assumption
of linearity in (3).

{x̂A (k | k − 1) , PA (k | k − 1)} are not indepen-
dent of one another. There are two reasons for this.
First, the estimates have become correlated if the
nodes have exchanged estimates of T in the past.
Second, because both nodes are tracking the same
target, the process noise is the same in both nodes.
However, failure to account for this dependency leads
to double counting. Estimates become over-confident,
and can lead to catastrophic filter failure. The optimal
solution to the double counting problem is to calculate
and cancel out common information between the
nodes [3]. However, in arbitrary network topologies
this can only be carried out if nodes have global
knowledge of the network topology and the estimate
within each node. This undermines the flexibility and
scalability of DDFN.

An alternative approach is to develop suboptimal dis-
tributed data fusion algorithms.

3 Suboptimal Distributed Data

Fusion

3.1 Covariance Intersection

Consider the problem of fusing the distributed esti-
mate into the local estimate. Suppressing time indices
for convenience, suppose that the distributed estimate
from B is related to the state at A according to the
linear equation

x∗

B = HBxA. (3)

The inverse covariance form of the Kalman Filter (KF)
update equation is2

P̄−1

A = P−1

A + HT
BP−1

B HB ,

P̄−1

A x̄A = P−1

A x̂A + HT
BP−1

B x̂B .
(4)

However, as explained above the estimates are not in-
dependent of one another and this equation cannot be
used. The Covariance Intersection (CI) algorithm re-
places the addition with the convex combination [4, 5]

P̄−1

A = ωP−1

A + (1 − ω)HT
BP−1

B HB ,

P̄−1

A x̄A = ωP−1

A x̂A + (1 − ω)HT
BP−1

B x̂B.
(5)

If {x̂A,PA} and {x̂B ,PB} are covariance consistent,
{x̄A, P̄A} will be covariance consistent for any correla-
tion between A and B and any choice of ω ∈ [0, 1].

2When A updates with distributed measurements from a set
of nodes NA, this equation generalises to

P̄
−1

A
= P

−1

A
+

X

n∈NA

H
T
nP

−1

n Hn,

P̄
−1

A
x̄A = P

−1

A
x̂A +

X

n∈NA

H
T
nP

−1

n x̂n.

All the other update equations discussed in this paper generalise
to the multiple distributed observation case in a similar fashion.



Although CI can be used to perform consistent fu-
sion in arbitrary network topologies [6], it can lead to
highly conservative estimates. The results for the sim-
ulation scenario presented in Section 4, for example,
show that the mean covariance of the CI estimate can
be 60% greater than that of the globally optimal solu-
tion. The reason for this poor performance is that CI
is robust to any correlation structure which could arise
between A and B. These include highly degenerate
cases, such as B immediately sending A’s distributed
straight back. However, such cases would rarely (if
ever) happen in practice. Therefore, several algorithms
have been developed which exploit partial independence
information. These include Split Covariance Intersec-
tion and Bounded Covariance Information.

3.2 Split Covariance Intersection

Split Covariance Intersection (SCI) exploits the as-
sumption that the error in the estimates can be decom-
posed into two mutually independent components [6]

x̃A = x̃1
A + x̃2

A; x̃B = x̃1
B + x̃2

B , (6)

where the correlations between x̃1
A and x̃1

B are un-
known, but the correlations between x̃2

A and x̃2
B are

known. Furthermore, x̃1
A and x̃1

B are each independent
of both x̃2

A and x̃2
B .

Given a system of this form, the inverse covariance
form of the SCI update equations are

P̄−1

A = ω
(

P1
A + ωP2

A

)

−1

+ (1 − ω)HT
B

(

P1
B + (1 − ω)P2

B

)

−1
HB

P̄−1

A x̄A = ω
(

P1
A + ωP2

A

)

−1
x̂A

+ (1 − ω)HT
B

(

P1
B + (1 − ω)P2

B

)

−1
x̂B

Note that both the KF and CI update rules arise as
special cases when {P1

A,P1
B} = 0 and {P2

A,P2
B} = 0

respectively. It can be shown that P̄A will be covariance
consistent if P2

A and P2
B under -estimate the covariance

of the independent component, but the sums PA =
P1

A + P2
A and PB = P1

B + P2
B over -estimate the mean

squared error of the error vectors x̃A and x̃B .

Although the SCI algorithm can optimally exploit
available information irrespective of its form, there are
several limitations to its use. First, it can only be ap-
plied if the estimation errors can be decomposed into
the form specified in (6). Although this can often be
achieved naturally within a single node, maintaining
the split structure across the entire network requires
the calculation of common information. A second diffi-
culty is that the estimate requires the manipulation of
two covariance matrices and, in some applications, this
could be prohibitively expensive.

3.3 Bounded Covariance Inflation

Bounded Covariance Inflation (BCInf) was devel-
oped as an alternative to SCI to reduce the computa-
tional costs [7]. The algorithm exploits the assumption
that an upper bound on the absolute value of the cross
correlations between the estimates can be established.
This approach was was proposed by Hanebeck [9] and
independently developed by Reece and Roberts [7].

Consider the joint covariance matrix which specifies
the correlation structure between A and B,

JO =

[

PA XAB

XT
AB PB

]

. (7)

The cross-correlation matrix XAB is not known. How-
ever, suppose it is known that the maximum absolute
value of any cross correlation coefficient cannot exceed
S. In other words,

S2PB − XT
ABP−1

A XAB ≥ 0. (8)

The BCInf exploits this condition to develop the update
equations

P̄−1

A = ωAP−1

A + ωBHT
BP−1

B HB ,

P̄−1

A x̄A = ωAP−1

A x̂A + ωBHT
BP−1

B x̂B ,
(9)

where

ωA = ω
(

ω + (1 − ω)S
)

−1

,

ωB = (1 − ω)
(

(1 − ω) + Sω
)

−1
(10)

and ω ∈ [0, 1]. Again, the KF and CI update rules arise
as special cases when S = 0 and S = 1 respectively.
The update is guaranteed to be covariance consistent
for any ω ∈ [0, 1] as long as S is an upper bound on the
cross correlation.

Despite their apparent dissimilarity, BCInf can be
shown to be a special case of SCI.

3.4 Relationship Between BCInf, SCI,

and CI

Theorem 1. The BCInf update is a special case of
the SCI update equation under the assumption that the
error structures for x̃A and x̃B are

x̃1
A =

(√
S

)

x̃A; x̃2
A =

(√
1 − S

)

x̃A

x̃1
B =

(√
S

)

x̃B ; x̃2
B =

(√
1 − S

)

x̃B

where S is the upper bound cross correlation as specified
in (8).

Proof. Using the noise assumptions for SCI, the covari-
ances of the different components can be written as

P1
A = SPA, P2

A = (1 − S)PA,

P1
B = SPB , P2

B = (1 − S)PB .
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Figure 1: The behaviour of ωA(ω, S) and ωB(ω, S) for
different choices of ω = [0 : 0.1 : 1] and S = [0 : 0.1 : 1].

Substituting into the SCI update,

P̄−1

A = ω
(

P1
A + ωP2

A

)

−1

+ (1 − ω)HT
B

(

P1
B + (1 − ω)P2

B

)

−1
HB

= ω (SPA + ω(1 − S)PA)
−1

+ (1 − ω)HT
B (SPB + (1 − ω)(1 − S)PB)

−1
HB

= ω
(

S + ω(1 − S)
)

−1

P−1

A

+ (1 − ω)
(

S + (1 − ω)(1 − S)
)

−1

HT
BP−1

B HB

By inspection, the coefficients are the same as those
in (10). We can similarly show that the mean update
equation is the same as BCInf.

A further relationship can be drawn between the KF,
CI and BCInf. All three algorithms can be written
in the form of (9) but with different choices for the
weights — for the KF {ωA = 1, ωB = 1}, for CI {ωA =
ω, ωB = (1−ω)} and for BCInf they are given in (10).
The behaviour of these functions for different values of
S and ω are plotted in Figure 1. Two behaviours are
apparent:

1. 0 ≤ ωA(ω, S), ωB(ω, S) ≤ 1 ∀ (ω, S). Therefore,
each term is given a non-negative weight, but this
cannot exceed one.

2. 1 ≤ maxω (ωA(ω, S) + ωB(ω, S)) ≤ 2 ∀ S. There-
fore, the sum of the weights are bounded from both
below and above. These correspond to the CI and
KF cases respectively.

In summary, we have discussed suboptimal fusion al-
gorithms and we have shown that the KF and BCInf
can be considered to be generalisations of CI which
“overweight” the information from A and B, However,
the BCInf algorithm requires a value of S. In the next
section, we consider the behaviour of this parameter in
a simulation scenario.

4 Behaviour of the Correlation

Coefficient
Consider the situation shown in Figure 2: a set of

six platforms P1, . . . , P6 track a moving target T . T is
largely constrained to line on the ground. We assume
the platforms can measure their pose precisely. The
state of the target is its 3D position and velocity

x (k) =
[

x(k) ẋ(k) y(k) ẏ(k) z(k) ż(k)
]

.

The motion of the target in the x, y and z directions
are described by three independent and damped ran-
dom walk processes. In the x-direction, for example,
the discrete time process model is

x(k + 1) = αx [x(k) + ∆T ẋ(k)] + vx(k)

ẋ(k + 1) = αxẋ(k) + vẋ(k),

where the process noise covariance is

E

[

(

vx(k)
vẋ(k)

)(

vx(k)
vẋ(k)

)T
]

=

[

∆T 3/3 ∆T 2/2
∆T 2/2 ∆T

]

Q2
x.

We use the parameters αx = αy = 0.98, αz = 0.8
to allow significant movement in the xy-plane but to
strongly restrict movement in the z-direction. The
noise terms are Qx = Qy = Qz = 1.

The platforms are equipped with an ideal “displace-
ment” sensor and use a “sequential communication
topology”. Both of these are unrealistic in practice,
but were chosen to highlight the effects of a time vary-
ing network topology.

The displacement sensor for the ith platform mea-
sures the relative translation between the position of
the target and the position of the UAV (Xi, Yi, Zi),

zd
i (k) =





x(k) − Xi(k)
y(k) − Yi(k)
z(k) − Zi(k)



 + w (k) ,

where w (k) is the observation noise. This is modelled
as a zero-mean, Gaussian-distributed random whose co-
variance is the identity matrix.

Although this sensor model greatly simplifies the fil-
tering problem (by making it linear), it also presents
the DDFN algorithms with the worst case scenario that
the covariance matrices for all nodes will be very simi-
lar. This means that the suboptimal algorithms, such
as CI, which exploit differences in the shapes of covari-
ance ellipses from the different nodes, will have the least
amount of information to work with.

The action of the sequential communication topol-
ogy is illustrated in Figure 2. Initially, no nodes are in
communication. However, every 10s a new node joins
the network which eventually forms a closed ring. This



topology makes it possible to see the effects of system-
atically entering the nodes into the network, as well as
the effect of the loop closure. The distributed estimates
communicated between each node are the positions of
the target,

x∗

i (k) =
[

x(k) y(k) z(k)
]T

.

The following DDFN algorithms were implemented:

• No DDF (NDDF). No distributed estimates are
created or used. This is the worst case.

• Globally Optimal (GO). The full correlation
structure is maintained and no approximations are
required. It is implemented by stacking up the
state estimates of all the nodes into a single state
space. Schmidt-Kalman filters are used to selec-
tively update subsets of states to simulate the fact
that, for example, a distributed estimate only up-
dates the node which receives it.

• Covariance Intersection (CI). As explained
above, this linear network is a worst case scenario,
and this algorithm is the baseline against which
the suboptimal algorithms will be compared. The
batch CI form [6] was used and the ω values were
chosen to minimise the determinant.

• Globally Optimal BCInf (GOBCInf). This
algorithm uses the same joint structure as the GO
filter to maintain and update the cross correlations
between all of the state estimates. However, rather
than apply an optimal KF, the BCInf algorithm
is used. S was computed as the maximum cross
correlation coefficient of all distributed estimates.
The same value of S was used3 and the ω values
were chosen to minimise determinant. This algo-
rithm represents the best performance which can
be achieved by the BCInf.

• Conservative BCInf (CBCInf). The BCInf al-
gorithm is implemented for each node using a fixed
value for all updates for all distributed estimates.
We used the value S = 0.55, which is an upper
bound on the history of S computed by GOBCInf.
This algorithm is representative of a hand-tuned
heuristic.

The performance of each filter was validated by com-
puting the normalised estimation error squared (NEES)
and ensuring that its value did not exceed the state di-
mension(six) [10].

The performance of the filters are plotted in Figure 3
for a single cycle of the sequential topology. The most

3This is sufficient for this linear example but, in general, a
different value of S should be calculated for each pair of nodes.

Algorithm Min Mean Max
NODDF 0.74 0.74 0.74

CI 0.73 0.73 0.75
GO 0.48 0.54 0.74

GOBCInf 0.49 0.57 0.74
CBCInf 0.58 0.62 0.75
ABCInf 0.54 0.63 0.75

Table 1: Average covariance of the x-state for the target
in node 1 for each algorithm.
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Figure 2: Initial simulation scenario. A set of static
platforms (denoted as crosses) arranged in a ring ob-
serve the motion of a target (denoted as a rectangle)
using a simple displacement sensor. The observations
are shown as solid lines, the current communication
connections as dashed lines.
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Figure 3: Time histories of the covariance of x for all
filters, and S history for the GOBCInf algorithm.

obvious features are that all of the DDFN algorithms
exhibit a series of pronounced vertical bars. These oc-
cur when a node PN enters the network and begins to
communicate with its neighbours. Two related events
occur. First, PN gains access to observation informa-
tion (collected from nodes P1 to PN−1) which it has
not had access to before. This influx of new, inde-
pendent information causes its covariance to sharply
decline. Second, PN contributes its own collected ob-
servation information (which is independent from the
estimates at nodes P1 to PN−1). This can most clearly
be seen as a sharp momentary drop in the GO curve
at about 25s. These events can be seen in the history
for S. When the nodes first begin to communicate, the
value is low (reflecting the independent observations)
but not zero (because of the common process noise). As
the nodes exchange information, their estimates rapidly
become correlated with one another and their S values

converge.
The graphs also show that, as the simulation pro-

gresses and more nodes enter the network, the overall
covariance for many of the DDFN algorithms continue
to decline, but at a decreasing rate. However, the S
curve shows the seemingly anomalous behaviour that,
when P3 enters the network, all the S values decline.
The reason for this is a property of the change in the
network topology itself:

• Between 15s and 25s, only P1 and P2 communi-
cate with one another. They directly exchange dis-
tributed estimates with one another at each time
step and so the state in both is the same. There-
fore, their covariance and S values are identical.

• Between 25s and 35s, the network now consists of
P1, P2 and P3. However, there are now two sets
of values for the covariances and S values. These
reflect the fact that the connection topology is not
the same for all nodes. Nodes P1 and P3 only com-
municate with a single node (P2) but P2 communi-
cates with two nodes (P1 and P3). As a result, the
covariances of P1 and P3 are the same, and the
covariance of P2 is significantly smaller. The S
value declines as well because the correlation be-
tween P1 and P2 is less — this reflects the fact
that, at each time step, the estimate at P2 includes
the distributed information from P3 which will not
propagate to P1 until the next time step.

• As further nodes enter the network, the network
topology continues to change further. When there
are five nodes, for example, there are three differ-
ent correlation topologies (P1 and P5; P2 and P4;
P3).

• Wen the loop is closed at 65s, the connection topol-
ogy becomes the same for all nodes and their co-
variance and S values all converge to the same
value.

The NODDF and CI algorithms do not exhibit these
behaviours. The NODDF algorithm does not distribute
information. Because of the similarity of the structure
of the CI algorithms, the performance of a node im-
proves when it enters the network, but this improve-
ment is fixed and does not change with the number of
nodes.

The impacts of these behaviours in terms of the quan-
titative performances of the algorithms are shown in
Table 1. Not surprisingly, the NODDF algorithm per-
forms most poorly. CI shows a very slight improve-
ment. The performance of the GOBCInf algorithm is
very close to that of GO. The CBCInf algorithm is sig-
nificantly better than CI, but it is clear that there is
significant scope for improvement.



In summary, even this simple example shows that the
behaviour of a DDFN is a function of the global network
topology and can be both complicated and counterin-
tuitive. Furthermore, the results show that BCInf can
provide robust estimates that are close to optimal. Fur-
thermore, a simple upper bound tuning heuristic can
be sufficient. However, it is not necessarily clear how
the upper bound can be computed. Furthermore, the
results also suggest that further performance improve-
ments could be achieved if S could be adapted auto-
matically in response to changes in correlation struc-
ture within the DDFN. Although a point solution has
been developed for the case of a distributed mapping
application [7], closed form solutions for arbitrary net-
work topologies cannot be computed and methods for
estimating S must be developed.

5 Adaptive Bounded Covariance

Inflation
The problem of developing an Adaptive BCInf

(ABCInf) algorithm can be posed as follows. Given the
set of all measurements available at node i up to time k,,
Zk

i , compute an estimate of the upper bound cross cor-
relation coefficient. Two approaches have been consid-
ered — a probabilistic Rao-Blackwellised approach, and
a NEES matching adapted from self-tuning Kalman fil-
ters.

5.1 Probabilistic Approach

In the probabilistic approach, we assume that Si(k)
is a random variable whose value evolves over time to
reflect the changes in the network topology and in the
state within each node. The presence of the BCInf
algorithm with its optimisation step means that the
functions are nonlinear and analytic solutions cannot
be derived. Therefore, we used a Rao-Blackwellised
particle filter. The distribution of S is represented as
a set of weighted particles. Conditioned on each value
for S, each node maintains several mean and covari-
ance estimates for T . As a result, our implementation
resembles an MHT filter [10], with each hypothesis cor-
responding to one of the particle values for Si(k). We
used the assumption of Gaussian distributions through-
out. The algorithm was run in two steps. First, to
construct the distributed estimates, the local measure-
ments were fused to create a distributed estimate par-
ticle set. The weights of this set were updated using
the observation as well. The mean and covariance of
this set was computed using the conventional multiple
model MHT equations [10]. Each node fused the same
distributed estimate into its particle set to create a set
of partial updates. The local measurements were then
fused, the weights updated, and residual resampling ap-
plied if the effective number of particles was less than
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Figure 4: Covariance history for the probabilistic adap-
tation scheme.

75% of the total number of particles.

The results of this algorithm using 10 particles are
shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the adaptive scheme
is biased towards over estimating the degree of inde-
pendence. We investigated a number of modifications
to the algorithm including changes in the number of
particles, the state dynamics, bounds on the upper and
lower state values, and the use of alternative measure-
ment likelihood distributions such as the Student’s-t
Distribution. However, all of these methods yielded
qualitatively the same results.

5.2 Deterministic Approach

The problem of estimating S can also be viewed as a
kind of noise estimation problem and many techniques
have been developed to create self-tuning Kalman fil-
ters [8]. The basic technique is to adapt the level of
noise based on the normalised innovation until its long-
term average value equals the dimension of the state.
Specifically, given the innovation vector ν(k+1) and its
predicted covariance S (k + 1) from the KF equations
at time k + 1, the normalised innovation is

q(k) = ν
T (k + 1)S−1 (k + 1)ν(k + 1).

The BCInf parameterisation offers a particularly sim-
ple relationship between Si(k) and q(k). If Si(k) is an
underestimate of the actual cross correlation, the co-
variance of the partial update P+

i (k | k) will not be
consistent. As a result, S (k + 1) will not be a consis-
tent estimate of the covariance of ν(k +1). Conversely,
if Si(k) is overestimates the coefficient, and so both
P+

i (k | k) and S (k + 1) are conservative. Therefore,
we implemented the simple linear update rule

Ŝ (k | k) = Ŝ (k | k − 1) + µ

(

q(k)

nz

)



where nz is the dimension of the estimate and µ is a
scale factor. We initialised all estimates to 1. We used
the value µ = 0.02.

The covariance histories using this adaptation algo-
rithm are shown in Figure 5 for three cycles of the net-
work. The first two cycles show significant “burn in”
as the correlation values decline from their initial high
value. The slow decline is due to the small value for µ.
Although the estimates are not always less than those
for CBCInf, none of the covariance values are smaller
than the GO algorithm. NEES tests show that all fil-
ters are operating consistently. The quantitative results
in Table 1 show a slight improvement in performance.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented preliminary work to

develop a DDF algorithm that automatically estimates
and adapts to the level of independent information in
a DDFN. To develop a low-order parameterisation of
dependent information, we have shown that the KF,
CI and BCInf approaches can be unified into a general
“overweighting” formulation for CI. We have analysed
the behaviour of the BCInf algorithm in a simple DDFN
and shown that, even in this case, it can be complicated
and counterintuitive. We discussed probabilistic and
deterministic techniques for adaptation, and our results
indicate that the deterministic technique is promising,
but the probabilistic technique is not.

There are a number of avenues for future work. First,
we shall continue to analyse the formulation of the
probabilistic adaptation algorithm. We believe that its
consistent bias towards overly optimistic estimates is
likely to be the result of an incorrect formulation of the
problem. Second, we shall extend the adaptation mech-
anism to include the distributed estimates. This means
that adaptation will be able to occur even if sensor ob-
servations are not available at a given timestep. Finally,
we shall implement these algorithms in non-trivial ap-
plications, such as camera-based tracking using swarms
of small UAVs.
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